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use procoder 3 to convert between formats quickly
and easily. it can be used for converting to or from all
popular formats and outputting files in any of the
popular formats. it supports all major codecs, including
h.264, mpeg-2, mpeg-4, aac, and h.265. grass valley's
intuitive and user-friendly interface makes it easy to
use for both novices and advanced users alike. the
procoder software is an essential component of grass
valley's entire product line, and the core component of
its broadcast-specific workflow products: nexus server
(for production), nexus dsp (for dsp), nexus creator
(for post production), and nexus player (for viewing).
nexus server and nexus creator are now sold and
supported by grass valley. grass valley's flagship
product, procoder, is a complete digital media
processor that makes it easy to convert video and
audio files between a wide variety of formats.
procoder is now a thomson grassvalley product. the
procoder software is a core component of grass
valley's entire product line, and the core component of
its broadcast-specific workflow products: nexus server
(for production), nexus dsp (for dsp), nexus creator
(for post production), and nexus player (for viewing).
nexus server and nexus creator are now sold and
supported by grass valley. grass valley procoder 3
software combines speed and flexibility into a
streamlined video conversion tool for professionals.
widely acknowledged as the leading software
transcoder, procoder 3 features extensive input/output
options, advanced filtering, batch processing and an
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easy-to-use interface.
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if youve got a procoder license, your conversion
options are limited only by your imagination. you can

easily perform single or batch conversions, use
programmable macros, and even work with multiple
codecs and encoders within one project. in order to
create an hd dvd disc, you can use various mpeg-2
formats to encode the video stream to the dvd. you
can also encode the video to different dvd formats
such as dvd-9 and dvd-5. the procoder codecs are

designed to encode to the specific dvd formats. this
capability is important because the newer dvds can
hold more than 9 gb of data. you can encode up to

9gb of mpeg-2 video to an hd dvd. this enables you to
store more than two hd video discs in a single dvd-9
disc. in addition to having the ability to encode to hd

dvd format, procoder also has the ability to encode the
video to a macromedia flash object. this is extremely
useful if you are a webmaster and want to put your
video on a web site. you can also create a web page

using the macromedia flash object. this is a great way
to keep your video online even when your site is down.
for those that want to burn the file to a dvd, procoder

3.5 software provides easy to use options. you can
burn with the included dvd-r or dvd+r disc drive,

create a dvd-5 or dvd-9 disc, or burn to a blu-ray disc
with the new procoder 3.5 software. you can even
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burn the video directly to the disc and skip the file
conversion step. all you have to do is to press the
"start burning" button and it will begin burning the

video. procoder 3.5 software has many new features
that make it much easier to work with. when you

launch procoder 3.5 software, the codecs and
encoders are automatically loaded, and ready for use.

you can also click on the pre-defined buttons to
automatically load a preset icon for a specific

conversion task. 5ec8ef588b
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